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Material Options

Ultra Hygiene Handles
• Ultra Hygiene Handles, made of FDA compliant polypropylene, 

utilize a hygienic proprietary thread that allows for pairing with any 
Vikan brand broom, scrub, squeegee, or other hygienic-threaded 
Vikan product. 

• The hygienic construction of the Ultra Hygiene Handle helps 
achieve a higher level of hygiene in food handling and production 
facilities. It’s total-color, fully-molded construction minimizes the 
risk of cross contamination. The handle is made from food contact 
compliant materials and is easy to clean and dry.

• The Ultra Hygiene Mini-Handle is most commonly used with the 
following items: bench squeegees (7125, 7711, and 7751) for 
removal of liquid from food preparation surfaces; scrapers (2910) to 
scrape large flat surface areas like tables; tube cleaners (5380) to 
clean tank outlet taps and other round entry points of equipment; 
paddle scrapers (7011 and 7013) to act as a spatula to scrape out 
last remaining ingredients in large bowl-type equipment. 

• Comparable in weight, durability, features, and cost, total-color 
Ultra Hygiene Handles are the recommended replacement to 
Vikan’s line of fiberglass handles (2936x, 2938x and 2972x).

2962x
59” Ultra Hygiene Handle

2934x
6” Ultra Hygiene Mini-

Handle

2964x
67” Ultra Hygiene Handle

2960x
51” Ultra Hygiene Handle

Short Handles 
• 6” Ultra Hygiene Mini Handle - 2934x 

• 26” Aluminum Handle - 29513, 2981x

Handles 
• 40” Aluminum Handle - 2933x 
• 40” Stainless Steel Handle - 2983x 
• 50” Aluminum Handle - 2958x 
• 51” Ultra Hygiene Handle - 2960x 
• 51” Aluminum Handle - 2935x, 2945 

• 51” Fiberglass Handle - 2936x

Long Handles 
• 58” Aluminum Handle - 2959x 
• 59” Ultra Hygiene Handle - 2962x 
• 59” Fiberglass Handle - 2938x 
• 59” Aluminum Handle - 2937x 
• 59” Stainless Steel Handle - 2939x 
• 67” Ultra Hygiene Handle - 2964x 
• 67” Fiberglass Handle - 2972x

 Extension Handles 
• 62”-113” Aluminum/Polypropylene - 2975x 
• 74”-237” Fiberglass/Polypropylene - 2977

 Waterfed Handles 
• 63”-113” Aluminum/Polypropylene - 29735 
• 61” Aluminum/Polypropylene - 29915 
(Also available with quick connect feature 2973Q5, 2991Q5)
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n Ultra Hygiene — Composed solely of FDA 
compliant polypropylene, this handle is uniquely 
hygienic and durable in its construction. It also 
boasts the added benefit of coming in total color, 
making it an excellent choice for inclusion in a color-
coding system.

n Stainless Steel — FDA compliant stainless 
steel handles can hold up to the most aggressive 
chemicals, making them a great choice for 
environments where chemical resistance is critical.

n Aluminum — FDA compliant aluminum handles 
are a good option in any hygiene sensitive 
environment.  Aluminum provides a cost effective 
and reliable solution to a facility’s needs.

n Fiberglass — Fiberglass handles are scheduled 
for phase out in 2017. Remco strongly recommends 
transitioning to total-color Ultra Hygiene handles or 
ergonomich aluminium handles. Please contact us 
for more details.

•  Threads are easier to clean
•  Seals with thread on thread contact to minimize 

entrance of foreign material
•  Less propensity for loosening of the tool threads 

during usage, often referred to as “walk-off”

Vikan’s hygienic thread, or euro thread, provides the following benefits:

Lengths
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Aluminum Handles
• Vikan aluminum handles, made of FDA compliant aluminum and 

polypropylene, utilize a hygienic proprietary thread that allows for 
pairing with any Vikan brand broom, scrub, squeegee, or other 
hygienic-threaded Vikan product. 

• Basic aluminum handles, 29513 and 2945, are good options when 
price is a predominant factor and color coding is not required.

• 2933 is a durable handle that fits all Vikan tools. It is recommended 
for use with tube brushes (5380-50, 5380-63, 5380-77, 5380-90, 
5380-103) to clean tubes and drains.

• 2958 and 2959 handles come with color 
coded grip and can be used with any 
product from the Vikan range.

• 2981 is commonly used with tube brush 
series 5380, for cleaning pipe and tank 
outlet taps as well as drains. It is also 
used with 7035 to clean the barrels of 
meat mincers or when a mini tank brush 
is required.

• 2935 and 2937 aluminum handles 
come with a polypropylene sleeve 
for comfort and can be used with all 
brooms, squeegees and scrapers. The 
handle with the attached item should 
reach to the chin of the user to prevent 
occupational back injuries. It can also 
be attached to wall cleaning products to 
reach into high areas.

2945
51” Basic Aluminum Handle

29513
26” Basic Aluminum Handle

2958x
50” Aluminum Handle

2933x
40” Aluminum Handle

2935x
51” Color-Coded Aluminum 

Handle

2981x
26” Color-Coded Aluminum 

Handle

2959x
58” Aluminum Handle

2937x
59” Color-Coded Aluminum 

Handle
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Stainless Steel Handles

2939x
59” Color-Coded Stainless 

Steel Handle

2983x
40” Color-Coded Stainless 

Steel Handle

• Stainless steel handles are strong, ergonomic, chemical resistant, 
FDA compliant, and designed to withstand tough use. These traits 
make stainless steel handles a good solution for use in food-contact 
areas where durability is very important.

• Stainless steel handles utilize a hygienic proprietary thread that 
allows for pairing with any Vikan brand broom, scrub, squeegee, or 
other hygienic-threaded Vikan product.

• Although highly durable, stainless steel handles are heavier and 
more costly than respective Ultra Hygiene or aluminum handles.
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Waterfed Handles
• Vikan Waterfed handles utilize a hygienic proprietary thread on one 

end that connects to any Vikan hygienic threaded tool. The other 
end of the handle connects either a water source (hose) or a water 
collection bottle. Part numbers including a “Q” indicate a quick 
connect coupler may be used to easily connect/disconnect the 
handle from the water source.

• Vikan waterfed handles are designed to be paired with waterfed 
scrubs (7041, 7043), the adjustable waterfed washing brush (7067), 
or the ceiling squeegee (7716). 29735 / 2973Q5

63”-113” Waterfed Telescopic  
Handle / with Fitting

29915 / 2991Q5
61” Waterfed Ergonomic 

Handle / with Fitting
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Extension Handles

2977
74”-237” Extension Pole 

Handle

6269
102”-192” Extension 

Pole Handle

2975x
62”-113” Extension Pole 

Handle 

6268
99”-186” Extension 

Pole Handle 

• These telescopic extension handles can extend to reach high 
places typically difficult to reach. They are often used with the pad 
scrub (5500x) and the angle-adjustable washing brush (7067x) for 
reaching high walls and tanks. They are also used with CIP brushes 
(53713 and 53743) for cleaning on top of overhead pipes.

• The 2975 extendable color-coded handle is constructed from FDA 
compliant aluminum and polypropylene, and allows a reach ranging 
from approximately 5 to 9 feet. It is available in six color options.

• The 2977 extendable handle is constructed from fiberglass and 
polypropylene, and allows a reach ranging from approximately 6 to 
19 feet.

Remco also offers a line of extension/drain handles:

• The 6268 extendable handle is constructed from 
fiberglass and aluminum, and allows a reach ranging from 
approximately 8 to 15 feet.

• The 6269 extendable handle is constructed from fiberglass, 
and allows a reach ranging from approximately 8.5 to 16 
feet.

• Remco extension handles are also available with draining 
channel (6268N, 6269N) and bottle (6268B, 6269B).

For more information about Remco brand extension handles, email cs@remcoproducts.com or call (317) 876-9856
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